UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD WINNERS

Below are the recipients for the summer of 2018 with a brief description of the summer research project. For more information about this award, visit the NSERC website: http://www.nserc.ca

Leah Rosoph
Western Gold Medal
Four-Year Degree (Specialization)

Fangyi Shi
The Terence Laverty Memorial Gold Medal
Honors Specialization in Biology

Michelle Asselin
Western Gold Medal
Honors Specialization in Genetics and Biochemistry

Michelle Lim
Western Gold Medal
Honors Specialization in Genetics

Geoff Bain Award for Field Research
Kailah Sprowl

The Edward Barrow and Ida Hodgins Battle Scholarships
Peter Denzis
Shayla Jackson

The Helen E. Battle Scholarships
Fangyi Shi
Kailah Sprowl

Richard and Julia Butler Scholarship
Kate Hogan

Glen W. Davis Biodiversity and Conservation Scholarship
Lauren Macdonald

Glen W. Davis Zoology Scholarship
Joseph Haim Morpoussel-Abitbol

Harryeried-Tewert Scholarship in Science
Naomi Mishan

The Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Honors Biology
Jackie Tsang

The Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Biology
Shira Rosoph

The Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Honors Genetics
Michelle Lim

The Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Genetics
Jordan Tyler Vanderburgt

Anne Sala Porte Scholarship
Syed Naqvi

IN HOUSE MERIT AWARD WINNERS

Awarded by the University Board of Governors for the highest standing in the final year of the Honors Module with a minimum average of eighty percent.
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